me fully justified because taking into account the positions of all the players on the
international South-Eastern European political and economical scene and drawing parallels with
other Balkan states is the only way to ensure an adequate assessment of the bilateral relations
between Tirnovo and Dubrovnik. I would also want to mark Dr Kostova’s terminological
precision. As an example I would take her elucidation of the appellation “Republic of Raguza”, a
concept used in the literature until now rather indiscriminately, covering periods of the history
of Raguza when this appellation is unsuitable to describe the status of the city.
It is impossible here to dwell in detail upon the monograph’s contents. I’ll limit myself to
saying that the book reconstructs quite convincingly Bulgarian-Raguzian relations and their
evolution through the Late Middle Ages. What’s more, it does not simply elaborate or partially
revise the existing perceptions of these contacts but also enriches the field through mastering
some under-investigated aspects, such as the status and role of Dubrovnik consulate services
on the Late Medieval Balkans as a whole, and in Bulgarian lands, in particular. A pleasant
counterpoint to the “dry” political, diplomatic, and economic issues, discussed in the first two
chapters, is the last part of the of the monograph where the authoress traces the lives and
adventures of two prominent expatriates from Bulgaria who found refuge in Dubrovik during
the 14th century: the exiled (ex) Tzarina Anna-Neda (in the 30s) and the enigmatic teacher,
diplomat and healer Nikola “the Bulgarian” (in the 90s).
It goes without saying that as with other valuable research, Dr Kostova’s monograph
does not only give answers but also raises questions and provides directions for further
scholarship. Even at this stage however, her findings and observations allow some more
categorical conclusions and statements. In my view, for example, it wouldn’t be an
overstatement to declare the minor role of Bulgaria in its commercial relations with Dubrovnik.
This becomes obvious when we consider, firstly, the insignificant presence and activity of
Bulgarian merchants in Dubrovnik, on one side, compared to relatively high numbers and
activities of Raguzian merchants in Bulgaria, on the other side. Secondly, the same is revealed
by the essence of the exchange of goods between the two countries, raw materials or
unprocessed goods being the major export from Bulgaria to Dubrovnik, in contrast to the luxury
goods, pouring in the opposite direction from Dubrovnik to Bulgaria. I would be glad also to see
more clearly defined and specified the characteristics of what the authoress called “The
Dubrovnik pattern” after which the City of Raguza arranged its political, diplomatic and
economical relations with the rest of the Balkans in the Late Medieval and early Modern epoch.
Having in mind the entire academic performance of Dr Elena Kostova as well as her
excellent research skills and her scientific contributions, I state my confidence that she is fully
qualified to take the position and to carry out the duties of an associate professor at the
Medieval Department of the Institute of Historical Studies. I will firmly vote for this.
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